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The NZ Open Heli Champs

Contributed by Rachael Butler

On 10th April, the 6th annual NZ Open Helicopter Championship was held at Whitianga Airfield in conjunction with the Whitianga Festival of Speed. The
event is run by Roy Crane of North Shore Helicopter Training along with an organising committee that this year included Tony Johnson (a past manager for the
British team at the World Helicopter Championships and also an organiser for the British Helicopter Championship events). Tony now resides in NZ and was a
key to the event’s success this year, through writing new rules and scoring templates and managing the event on the day. Rachael Butler, an Instructor with Ardmore
Helicopters participated in the event and contributed this report from a competitor’s viewpoint.
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Precision Flying
At 9.05 the first team
Precision Flying required that one chain (attached to the skids) remained off the
The next event was Precision
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Our Ardmore Helicopters
around and into a series
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of obstacles. The goal
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was to pass the bucket
The Heli Champs
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through all the obstacles
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placing it onto a bullseye painted on a table.
to meet pilots from around the country
The tricky part about this event is that
and do things that you wouldn’t normally
the pilot can’t see where the bucket is in
get to do. A big thank you to Roy Crane,
relation to the obstacles and is solely reliant
Tony Johnson, Hamish Macleod and Simon
on the co-pilot telling him/her where to
Tompkins for organising and running the
position the helicopter. The team with the
event. Ardmore Helicopters will definitely
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be back next year.

Contact: Brett Sanders
Bus: 9 299 9442
Fax: 9 299 9458
Mobile: 021 748 984
Address: 168 Kittyhawk Lane,
Ardmore Airport, Auckland
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